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Rayleigh scattering and redistribution of radiation in He I plasmas:
Measurements and calculations

P. Drepper, S. Ferri, S. Maurmann, and H.-J. Kunze
Institute for Experimental Physics, Ruhr University Bochum, 44780 Bochum, Germany

~Received 8 June 2001; revised manuscript received 25 February 2001; published 10 October 2002!

Conditions for which Rayleigh scattering and redistribution of radiation can be observed are examined. The
competition between the relaxation processes and spontaneous emission is shown to determine the conditions
for partial redistribution. We investigate specific cases in the singlet and triplet HeI atomic system for plasma
parameters reachable experimentally in a well diagnosed magnetic multipole source. Partial redistribution on
the 21S–4 1P at 396.5 nm, 21P–5 1D at 438.8 nm, 23P–5 3D at 402.6 nm, 23P–4 3D at 447.2 nm and
2 3P–4 3S at 471.3 nm fine structure transitions is observed employing a dye laser pumping the HeI plasma.
We make use of a previously developed two-photon formalism based on the frequency fluctuation model to
calculate radiative redistribution functions. Results of the partial redistribution measurements are presented,
augmented by a comparison with calculations. This allows us to confirm available electron-atom elastic colli-
sion rates to within 20%.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.046404 PACS number~s!: 52.25.Os, 32.70.Jz, 34.50.Fa, 34.10.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of how an atom scatters radiation is import
in many fields of plasma physics. In astrophysics, the the
of radiative transfer in spectral lines has a long history@1–5#
and is of significant importance in determining the struct
of many astrophysical systems. In order to determine
emission coefficient, needed to solve the equation of tran
scattering of radiation can be important and hence the c
cept of redistributed radiationI (vP ,vS) is introduced. The
latter relates the spontaneously emitted radiation at
quencyvS to the incident radiation of frequencyvP . Its
knowledge is also of importance in the calculation of opti
depths, on which x-ray diagnostics of high-Z, high-density
plasmas, for example, depend@6,7#.

The first spatially resolved observation of light scatter
by an atomic vapor near a resonance line and the first exp
mental study of the redistribution of light by collisions as
function of the detuning of the incident light have been
ported by Carlsten and Szo¨ke in 1976 @8#. The pattern of
coherently scattered and redistributed radiation has also
observed only under very few experimental conditions
neutral emitters in plasmas due to the experimental diffic
ties @9–11#.

In the meantime, redistribution of radiation has been st
ied using several theoretical approaches. The most com
approximation for its calculation, complete redistribution, a
sumes that the emission profile has the same shape a
fluorescence profile, so that the redistribution function
comes a product of the absorption and fluorescence fu
tions. For the conditions of an arc plasma this is valid b
cause the spontaneous emission rate can be neglected
respect to the other damping rates in the plasma. Never
less, different inhomogeneous line-broadening mechanis
such as the Doppler effect arising from thermal motion a
broadening due to collisions of the radiating atoms with
nearby particles, can result in partial redistribution. In its r
frame, an atom undergoing collisions can, for photons w
1063-651X/2002/66~4!/046404~9!/$20.00 66 0464
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frequencies close to the resonance transition, either sc
photons coherently, i.e.,vP5vS , or redistribute the emis-
sion about the resonance frequency. The former proc
gives rise to the Rayleigh peak, the latter to the fluoresce
peak. An important advance in the study of such proces
has been achieved by Omont and co-workers@5#, who inves-
tigated this for a two- and a three-level atom by using
quantum mechanical description of matter and radiation.
cently a more sophisticated model for the calculation of
diative redistribution function has been developed by Mo´
et al. @12#. This model permits the investigation of radiativ
redistribution processes for complex emitters and in a w
range of plasma conditions and constitutes a powerful t
for the study of radiative transport in plasmas.

Experiments such as those discussed in Ref.@13#, where
partial redistribution is predicted because of the fine struct
inhomogeneity, are of general interest due to the possib
of testing models in the line shape theory. As an example,
the study of the ion dynamics effect, redistribution provide
more sensitive probe than the linear response@12#. A second
example of what a critical redistribution experiment cou
provide is found in the basic assumption that the inela
electron-atom collisions can be ignored. Those effects wo
be emphasized in the redistributed line shape, and thus c
parisons between models and such respective experim
would lead to a measurement of inelastic collisions rat
Unfortunately, experimental difficulties have so far imped
such studies.

This paper deals with Rayleigh scattering and redistri
tion of radiation in HeI plasmas, which are not only theo
retically but also experimentally investigated in a magne
multipole plasma source using a dye laser for pumping
plasma@14#. In Sec. II, we consider a simplified picture t
examine qualitatively the occurrence of partial redistributio
With the use of the analytical expression of Omont, Sm
and Cooper@5#, we show how the competition betwee
spontaneous emission and collisions~electron-atom! affects
the redistribution of radiation. We have distinguished fi
cases of interest, depending on which one of those dam
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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rates dominates. This drives our choice of the selection
fine structure transitions in the triplet and singlet system
He I, that can be observed experimentally. Section III is
voted to the description of the experiment. After present
the experimental setup, which consists of the plasma sou
the laser system and the detection unit, we present the c
acteristics of the plasma parameters. Spatially resolved
dial and axial measurements of electron density and elec
temperature show that the plasma source is particul
stable and thus well suited for the studies of the redistri
tion. We also present in this section the operation of
plasma source for the redistribution of radiation with all t
technical difficulties connected with such measurements.
theoretical model used to calculate the redistribution of
diation is discussed in Sec. IV. The frequency fluctuat
model ~FFM! @15,16#, which has been successfully used
provide complex ionic absorption or emission spectral l
shapes for emitters in a wide range of plasma conditions,
been extended to enable calculations of the radiative re
tribution @12#. The system of dressed two-level emitters
Stark dressed transitions defined in the FFM includes in
mogeneities of the line broadening process, and constit
the most important simplification permitting a straightfo
ward extension to the two-photon process. As an illustrat
we present the calculations of the scattered spectra of th
I 2 3P–5 3D transition. Finally, the observed scattered sp
tra are presented in Sec. V, with comparisons with the th
retical spectra.

II. SKETCH OF THE SPECTRUM FOR A
TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM

When a monochromatic light wave impinges on an at
near one of its resonance lines, part of the light is scatte
To give a qualitative description of such a process, the fam
iar two-level system will be considered in this section. T
level scheme and the relaxation rates are displayed in Fi
where the pumping radiation at the frequencyvP is repre-
sented by the double line. The spontaneous decay rate
lower and upper levels,Ga and Gb, respectively, are repre
sented by wavy lines and collisional ratesge,a,b by single
lines. Elastic collisions are usually viewed as collisio
which interrupt the phase of the emitted wave train. Ho
ever, in the present context, elastic collisions (ge in Fig. 1!
are considered as collisions which transfer population fr
the laser-excited virtual level~level in dots in Fig. 1! to the
real upper levelb. In contrast to this, inelastic collision
(ga,b in Fig. 1! are those events which cause a net popula
transfer from the lower and upper levels to other levels.

In the absence of elastic collisions and of Doppler effec
the spectrum of the scattered light is a single line centered
the incident frequency, known as Rayleigh scattering. W
elastic collisions present, population can be transferred to
real upper level and the emitted radiation is divided betw
the Rayleigh line and the fluorescence line emitted near
resonance frequency. This is the case of partial redistribut
For a homogeneously broadened line, the amplitude of
Rayleigh line depends on the ratio of the spontaneous e
sion rate~of the upper level! and the elastic collision rate
04640
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and its width depends on the decay rates of the lower le
i.e., on the spontaneous emission rate and the inelastic c
sion rate of the lower level. In order to have complete red
tribution the fluorescence line must dominate. The occ
rence of partial or complete redistribution is closely relat
to the competition between all those damping rates. T
determine the magnitude of the correlation between
pumping radiation and that emitted spontaneously by the
diator. As illustration we make use of the power spectru
I (vP ,vS), of the radiation emitted at a frequencyvS by a
system pumped at a frequencyvP . Its calculation is a com-
plex problem due to the atomic system of the emitter and
broadening mechanisms~homogeneous and inhomogeneou!
@17#. Nevertheless, analytical expressions exist in the sch
of Fig. 1. In order to illustrate the role of all the above dam
ing rates on the radiative redistribution, we make use of
well known expression proposed by Omont, Smith, and C
per @5#, which is valid whenever the impact theory is vali
i.e., whenever the frequency differences are less thantc
wheretc is the duration of typical collisions:

I ~vP ,vS!5A f~vP!H Gb~gba1g t,a!

4gba
2

3 f ~vS!
g t,a

~vP2vS!21g t,a
2

1S Gb

4pgba
D F11

f ~vS!

f ~vP!G
1

Gb~4gba22g t,bgba2g t,bg t,a!

4g t,bgba
2 J , ~1!

FIG. 1. Parameters for the two-level system.
4-2
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where f denotes the Lorentzian emission or absorption p
file,

f ~v!5
~gba!/p

~v2v0!21gba
2

, ~2!

and gba5ge1@(Ga1Gb)/2#1@(ga1gb)/2# and g t,i5G i
1g i . The constantA is a normalization coefficient. The oc
currence of partial redistribution depends critically upon
competition of the rates of spontaneous emission and ela
collisions. In Fig. 2, we have plottedI n(vP ,vS) calculated
for different assumed cases withA chosen such tha
** I n(vP ,vS)dvPdvS51: variation of the different damp
ing rates allows one to identify conditions for which Ra
leigh scattering and redistribution of radiation can be o
served, and to see which of the two scattered proce
dominates. Nevertheless, we neglect inelastic collisions
the calculations, since we cannot isolate their effects exp
mentally; they essentially broaden the profile, which is n
seen anyway because the profile width is instrumental.
distinguish five cases of interest.

~1! The lower state has zero width (g t,a;0), i.e., the
lower state is the ground state or a metastable state; th
distribution is caused solely by elastic collisions. This cor
sponds to case I on Fig. 2, where the Rayleigh peak cent
on vP can be described with ad function.

~2! The lower state has a width of the order of that of t
upper level. Three cases of partial redistribution can be
served: the elastic collision rate is larger than the sponta
ous emission rate of the upper level, the fluorescence
will dominate ~case II in Fig. 2!. All rates are of the same
order of magnitude; the scattered profile shows both fluo
cence line and Rayleigh peak~case III in Fig. 2!. Finally, the
spontaneous rate is larger than the elastic collision rate;
Rayleigh peak will dominate~case IV in Fig. 2!.

FIG. 2. Examples of scattered emission calculated with the
of OSC’s expression@5# for different cases.vS is in arb. units and
the integrated emission is normalized to 1.
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~3! The lower state has a significant decay rate~case V in
Fig. 2!; we can still observe redistribution, even in the a
sence of elastic collisions@10#. It can happen when radiatio
from the lower level is trapped due to optical thickness of
transition. This would cause repopulation of the lower lev

We investigated fine structure transitions of HeI in order
to match these five cases. The choice was driven not only
phenomenological interest but also by experimental obs
ability. One has to choose sufficiently bright transitions, i.
coming from not too high principal quantum numbers, b
having an upper level significantly broadened by collisio
for the given plasma parameters. In addition, the wavelen
window of the transitions has to match the best gain of
pumping laser. One also has to take care of the choice of
lower level in order to have a non-negligible spontaneo
decay compared to the upper one, but still to have suffic
population on this lower level. All those compromises lead
our choice of five fine structure transitions in the singlet a
triplet system of HeI. The transitions of interest and the
characteristics are shown in Table I. The spontaneous e
sion ratesGa and Gb are taken from Theodosiou@18#. The
elastic electron-He collision ratesge are calculated for the
present experimental plasma parameters (Ne510
31012 cm23 andkTe55 eV) using the impact theory@19#.
In the present study electron-atom collisions dominate
other collision processes due to a high ionization degree
the helium plasma of about 1%. An estimation made by
ing the cross sections given in@20# shows that, for the
present plasma conditions, the HeI–He collision rate is 105

times lower than the electron-He collision rate. Due to t
lower population densities in the excited states, respec
collision rates are even much smaller. In the triplet syste
we choose to pump from the level 23P which has a sponta
neous emission rate non-negligible compared to the oth
(G23P,23S51.023107 s21), but which is sufficiently popu-
lated to be pumped.

Measurements of the population densityN23P of the 23P
state were performed with the present experimental se
employing Rayleigh scattering at some detuning from
line center to check the feasibility of redistribution measu
ments. A population density of 3.331010 cm23 was found
for our plasma conditions. This is consistent with form
experiments of Lokaczyk@21#. Concerning the choice o
lower levels in the singlet system, previous measurement
the population density of the 21S state convinced us to
choose this state@21#. In addition the 21P level is reason-
ably populated because of the high optical depth of the re
nance transition.

TABLE I. He I transitions of interest and their characteristics

Transition l(nm) Gb(s21) ge(s
21)

Corr. theor.
case

2 1S–4 1P 396.5 6.833106 4.803107 I
2 3P–5 3D 402.7 1.163107 6.283107 II
2 3P–4 3S 471.3 9.303106 4.353106 III
2 3P–4 3D 447.2 2.463107 7.253106 IV
2 1P–5 1D 438.8 9.043106 8.463107 V

e

4-3
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup used for the investigation of R
leigh scattering and redistribution of radiation in a heliu
plasma is shown in Fig. 3. The main parts are the plas
source, the laser system, and the detection unit. The he
plasma is produced in a magnetic multipole plasma sou
which has been described previously in detail@22#. Briefly,
the anode of the plasma source is a vertically mounted
lindrical vessel~diameterd515 cm, lengthl 533 cm) made
of nonmagnetic stainless steel. To diagnose the plasma t
are four ports with windows (d53.5 cm) on each of three
levels and two ports with windows (d51.0 cm) on each of
two levels at the periphery of the discharge chamber. T
upper and lower ends of the vessel are formed conically w
two ports (d53.5 cm) for the gas inlet and for the cathod
mount, respectively. The directly heated cathode-filamen
a small tube~1/4 in. in diameter and 1 in. in length! consist-
ing of lanthanum-hexaboride (LaB6). A magnetic octopole
structure~longitudinal line cusp configuration! on the ves-
sel’s external wall is used for the plasma confinement. T
radial magnetic induction at the inner wall of the dischar
chamber (r 57.5 cm) in front of the magnets isBr
5250 mT and at the position of the portsBr560 mT, de-
creasing rapidly to a value ofBr520 mT atr 53 cm. Close
to the source-center starting atr'1 cm the magnetic field is
negligible.

The laser system consists of a dye laser~Lambda Physik
LPD 3002E! which is pumped by an excimer laser at a wav
length of 308 nm~Lambda Physik LPX 105i!. The laser
beam is focused by a telescope-lens system into the cent
the plasma source. The plane of polarization of the dye la
is perpendicular to the scattering plane.

The scattered radiation is detected perpendicularly to
laser beam crossing through the plasma source. The scat
light is collected by a system of two lenses and a Dove-pr
used for rotating the image of the scattering volume to fit
1m-monochromator~Spex, model 1704, grating 1200 line

FIG. 3. Experimental setup.
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mm, blaze-wavelength 1 mm! entrance slit. In addition, a
photomultiplier ~RCA, type 4526, quantum-efficiencyh
520% atl5400 nm) at the exit is used. In order to redu
stray light to a tolerable level a diaphragm system w
Brewster windows and a light dump for the laser beam w
installed.

The multiplier was operated in a pulsed mode (tph

'40 ms) to prevent saturation effects by intense lines of
plasma source, which was running in a continuous mo
The scattering volume was 631024 cm3 ~0.03 mm in width,
2 mm in height, and 10 mm in length! and the scattered
radiation was collected by a solid angledV51022 sr. Scat-
tered light was measured during laser pumping at wa
lengths in the vicinity of the selected spectral line by tuni
the monochromator over this line including the far line win
where the photomultiplier output signal was very wea
Therefore, the multiplier signal was amplified by a factor
100 with a preamplifier, the frequency band of which was
kHz <nam<400 MHz. A boxcar integrator~Stanford Re-
search, type SR 250! recorded the signal of the scattere
light with a gate period oftbc550 ns.

B. Plasma parameters

Spatially resolved, radial and axial measurements of
electron density and temperature were performed by usin
Langmuir probe for different gas pressures 1 Pa<pg<5 Pa
and discharge currents 5 A<I d<30 A @22#. From the probe
measurements at the center of the plasma, we observed
electron density and temperature increase monotonic
with increasing discharge current, and that the electron d
sity increases with increasing gas pressure while the elec
temperature decreases. Investigations of the variation of
plasmas parameters with the filling gas pressure indicate
for a gas pressure ofpg52 Pa the plasma source shows
particularly stable and reproducible operation mode. The
dial profiles of the electron density and electron temperat
are presented in@22#. The measurements indicate, that for
small discharge currentI d55 A the radial electron density
profile is flat, but for discharge currents 10 A<I d<30 A the
density drops rapidly when moving away from the plasm
center. In the radial range of 0<r p<2.5 cm of the plasma
column, there exists, within the error bars, a field-free plas
of high uniformity in the electron density range of 1
31012 cm23<Ne<1.631012 cm23 and in the electron tem
perature range of 2.5 eV<kTe<5 eV.

C. Operation of the plasma source for the redistribution
of radiation observation

For operation of the plasma source the cathode w
heated by a current ofI c'120 A. The scattering experi
ments presented in the following were performed with a
lium gas filling pressurepg55 Pa, a discharge currentI d
520 A and a discharge voltageUd'100 V, resulting in an
electron density ofNe5131012 cm23 and an electron tem
perature ofkTe55 eV at the discharge center; the unce
tainty of the plasma parameters was found to be620%.
4-4
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In the scattering region the laser beam diameter wasdl

52 mm. The energy of the beam before entering the d
charge chamber was 0.5 mJ<wl<1.8 mJ at a wavelength o
the order of 400 nm. In the chamber it could not be m
sured. However, we proved experimentally that the fluor
cence did not show any saturation effects by decreasing
incident laser power. The laser pulse duration was abou
ns and the spectral width was 8 pm when employ
Rhodamine 6G and Furan 2.

The experiment of Rayleigh scattering and redistribut
of radiation was performed first by setting the dye la
wavelength to a chosen spectral distance~usually Dl
5230 pm, 0 pm, 10 pm, 30 pm, 60 pm! from the center of
the selected plasma line. The optogalvanic effect employ
a helium lamp gave the reference for each line. Then
monochromator was tuned in steps ofDl54 pm over the
spectral line in question~observation of the lines was in se
ond or third order!. For every wavelength the scattering si
nals were averaged over about 300 dye laser pulses by
boxcar integrator. Its second window delayed slightly in tim
gave the background at each wavelength position. It w
subtracted from the respective scattering signal. During
operational time of the experiment the laser output pow
was monitored by a photodiode and the plasma paramete
the source were controlled and held constant observing
discharge parameters voltage, current and filling pressur

IV. MODELING THE RADIATIVE REDISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS

A. Formalism

The theory developed in Mosse´ et al. @12# was designed
to calculate line shapes of the fluorescence emitted by
optically active system immersed in a fluctuating therm
bath of perturbers~electrons and ions of the plasma! while
being pumped by a monochromatic external radiation field
is based on the frequency fluctuation model~FFM! @16#.
Briefly, the plasma-emitter system is modeled, in the FF
by partitioning it into an active radiating system and a p
turbing bath. On the one hand, the perturbing bath is defi
to be electric fields produced by the plasma particles~ions
and electrons! which interact with the emitter modifying th
radiated spectra. On the other hand, the radiative syste
supposed to behave like a pseudomolecular system in
bath. The quantum mechanics for this pseudo-system is
up for static ion perturbers, while the electrons are treate
the impact approximation. This leads to a powerful ren
malization process that creates a set of two-level Sta
dressed transitions~SDT!. They are defined as the weake
observable resonant features that can be extracted from
quasistatic profile. Each SDT is characterized by the ge
alized complex frequency,f k2 igk , and the generalized
complex intensity,ak1 ick . The purely static profiles can b
written as a sum of generalized Lorentzians. For the in
duction of ion dynamics effects on the line shape or for
extension of the FFM to the radiative redistribution functi
calculations, a generalized dipole moment matrix elem
(Dk)eg is defined. This can be done by relating the amplitu
of the SDT dipole moment matrix element to the intensity
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the transition associated with the coupling of the radiat
field to the lower levelg and the upper levele of the kth
SDT. The normalized matrix element is (Dk)eg

5rA11 ick /ak, wherer 5A(aj is the reduced matrix ele
ment of the transition associated with the emission of
SDT. To describe the instantaneous probability of occurre
of a particular SDT, the probability vector operatorp is de-
fined with elementpk5ak /r 2.

The linear response line shape in the quasistatic
impact electron approximation can be written as an aver
over the initial and the sum over the final SDT in the e
tended Liouville space as

I ~v!5Im(
i , f

pi@^^DuG0~v!uDr0&&# i , f , ~3!

where

G0~v!5~v12,0!21, ~4!

and1 is the unit operator. The Liouville operator,0 has a set
of eigenfrequencies,vk5 f k2 igk , composed of the genera
ized frequencies and widths of the SDT. Comparisons w
other models, simulations and experiments have verified
accuracy of the FFM@23,24#. The one-photon line shap
model above is extended now to the two-photon redistri
tion model by continuing the expansion of the response fu
tion to higher order in the emitter-radiation field interactio
@25#. This approach is based on a previous investigation
the fluorescence of simple two- or three-level atomic syste
in a plasma@17#. To calculate the spectrum of radiation sca
tered by an emitter in a plasma, one has to study the resp
of the atomic system perturbed by an external monoch
matic electromagnetic field, observing the fluorescence
diation. On the one hand, the external field~laser field! that
pumps the atomic system is treated classically by using
representation of harmonic numbers@26#. This method
comes from the Floquet method@27#, that makes it possible
to remove the time dependence of the field interaction op
tor VP which describes the coupling of the incoming pum
radiation operator with the generalized dipole operator of
SDT. On the other hand, the fluorescence radiation is
scribed as a spontaneous emission process of the SDT. I
following, VS will be the field interaction operator for th
coupling of the spontaneous emission with the generali
dipole operator of the SDT. Then, in this formalism, th
power spectrum of the radiation emitted at frequencyvS by
a system pumped at frequencyvP can be written as an av
erage over the initial SDT and a sum over the final SDT,

I ~vP ,vS!} lim
h→0

Im(
i , f

pi~^^VSuG~ ih!uVPr0&&! i , f . ~5!

The h→0 limit of the propagator in Eq.~5! is written as an
operator in the extended space as

G~V!5@V2,02~VS1VP!#21 ~6!

and satisfies the Dyson equation

G~V!5G0~V!1G0~V!~VS1VP!G~V!, ~7!
4-5
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whereG0(V) is given in Eq.~4!.
The Dyson equation is developed to the lowest nonv

ishing order. One obtains

I ~vP ,vS!}Im(
i , f

pi„^^VSuG0~vS!$VPG0~vS2vP!VSG0

~2vP!1VSG0~0!VP@G0~vP!1G0

~2vP!#%uVPr0&&…i , f . ~8!

The first term in the curly bracket above gives the Rayle
scattering line, centered on the frequency of the incident
diation vP . The second term describes the redistributed
diation.

As an application of this model, the feasibility of a res
nant diffusion experiment, targeting a resonance between
3d22p line of Mg IV ~14.6526 nm! and a Zr x-ray line at
14.6515 nm, was calculated and has been published
where @13#. This frequency redistribution model was als
used in the radiative transfer problem of amplifying med
@6#. The spectral emissivity, corrected in order to account
redistribution of radiation, was calculated for lasers empl
ing neonlike germanium and hydrogenlike carbon ions.
continuation of this study, investigations of the Doppler sh
and the frequency redistribution function in the laborato
frame were performed recently using the above model@7#.

B. Application of the formalism to the He I 2 3P–5 3D
transitions

We present in this section an example of the calculation
the scattered spectra of the HeI 2 3P–5 3D transitions using
the previous formalism. The calculations are performed
the following plasma parametersNe51012 cm23 and kTe
55 eV. For those given plasma parameters the electro
broadening is 0.3 pm. For the 23P–5 3D transition, there are
six fine structure transitions and the effects of the statesP, F,
D andG of the leveln55 are taken into account. Five fin
structure components are merging together, while the
one is still resolvable atDl516 pm.

We performed calculations for different values of t
pump field, i.e., for different wavelengths of the pumpi
laser. Figure 4 shows the scattered spectra as a functio
the laser’s wavelength separation from the resonance lin
l0. Four examples are shown depending on the position
the pumping laser that are atDl5160, 150, 110 and
230 pm from the resonance line. The scattered profiles
represented in log scale in order to emphasize the shap
the fine structure components and the Rayleigh lines.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurements in the triplet system of HeI

We observed partial redistribution on the 23P–5 3D tran-
sition at 402.6 nm. The signal was sufficiently intense
observe the spectra in 3rd order of the monochromator.
measured spectra were sufficiently described by 100 po
over the wavelength window between250<Dl<
180 pm, whereDl is the frequency deviation from the lin
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center. The scatter of the data points indicates the noise
sentially due to the low signal levels.

We have investigated many positions of the pumping la
from the red wing to the blue one of the line (DlP5160,
130, 0,230 and 260 pm). The apparatus function wa
measured to have a Gaussian shape with a FWHM~full
width at half maximum! of 26 pm. Each calculated spectru
was convolved with this profile. For the comparisons
these calculated spectra with the measured ones, we
fitted first each experimental spectrum with two Gauss
profiles of the above FWHM. One Gaussian profile was c
tered on the wavelength of the pumping laser wavelen
~Rayleigh peak!, and the other one was centered on the re
nance line~fluorescence line!. Then, we adjusted the max
mum intensity of the fluorescence part of the theoreti
spectrum to the latter Gaussian profile. We thus could ch
if the Rayleigh part of the theoretical spectrum was in agr
ment or not with the measured one. With this procedure,
were able to check the reliability of the calculated electr
collisional broadening. Nevertheless, due to the very br
apparatus function compared to the other broadening me
nisms, the effect of the electron-atominelastic collisions
could be not investigated and, therefore, was neglected in
calculations. Only the electron-atomelastic collision rates
ge , calculated as discussed in Sec. II, were taken into
count.

As an illustration, we present in Fig. 5 a comparison be-
tween the measured spectrum of the 23P–5 3D transition
and the theoretical one, for a pumping laser set atDl5
160 pm from the line center. As reference, the calcula
scattered spectrum before the convolution accounting for
Doppler broadening and the apparatus function is also gi
in this figure. The calculated scattered spectrum shows v
good agreement with the measured one within the error b
We have checked the influence of a variation ofge on the
redistribution profile, and a variation higher than620%

FIG. 4. Scattered spectra of the HeI the 23p–5 3D transition at
402.6 nm calculated using the radiative redistribution model
different wavelengths of the pump laser:Dl5(lp2l0)5
160 pm ~full line!, Dl5150 pm ~dashed line!, Dl5110 pm
~dot-dashed line!, andDl5230 pm ~dotted line!.
4-6
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would lead to disagreement between the measured and
theoretical scattered spectra as it is shown in the Fig. 6.

By comparing a spectrum with and without the pumpi
laser effect, we show in Fig. 7 how the redistribution
radiation is effective. For the pumping laser set atDl5
130 pm from the line center, the fluorescence intensity
increased by a factor of 1.3 compared to the signal meas
without the pumping laser.

Partial redistribution was observed also on the 23P–4 3S
transition at 471.3 nm, as was predicted theoretically. T
scattered spectra were measured in second order and th
culated spectra were convolved with a Gaussian profile
width found to be equal to 37.3 pm. Figure 8 gives an

FIG. 5. Comparison between the measured~crosses! and calcu-
lated ~line! scattered spectrum of the HeI 2 3p–53D transition at
402.6 nm for a pumping laser atDl5160 pm from the line center
@The pure electron broadened redistribution spectrum before co
lution with a Gaussian profile (FWHM526 pm) is shown in gray.#

FIG. 6. Calculated scattered spectra of the HeI 2 3p–5 3D tran-
sition at 402.6 nm compared to the measured one~crosses! for
different values of the elastic collision rate. The full line spectrum
the result usingge . The dashed line corresponds to a calculat
with (ge5120%); the dot-dashed line is for (ge5220%). The
pumping laser is set atDl5160 pm from the line center.
04640
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ample of such an observed partial redistribution case, w
the transition is pumped atDl5240 pm from the line cen-
ter. The calculated scattered spectrum is found to be in r
tively good agreement with the observed one.

The characteristics of the 23P–4 3D transition at 447.2
nm correspond to case IV in Fig. 2. As theoretically pr
dicted, we should observe a dominance of the Rayleigh p
Unfortunately, no conclusion can be drawn since the th
experimental spectra~recorded for a pumping laser set
Dl5230,120,130 pm) show no variation whatever wit
the laser wavelength.

o-

FIG. 7. Comparison between the measured~black crosses! and
calculated~black line! scattered spectrum of the HeI 2 3P–5 3D
transition at 402.6 nm for a pumping laser atDl5130 pm from
the line center. As reference the measured spectrum without pu
ing is shown ~gray crosses! and its fit with a Gaussian profile
(FWHM526 pm; gray line!.

FIG. 8. Comparison between the measured~black crosses! and
calculated~black line! scattered spectrum of the HeI 2 3P–4 3S
transition at 471.3 nm for a pumping laser atDl5240 pm from
the line center. As reference the measured spectrum without pu
ing is shown ~gray crosses! and its fit with a Gaussian profile
(FWHM537.3 pm; gray line!.
4-7
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B. Measurements in the singlet system of HeI

The same procedures have been used to investigate r
tribution of radiation on transitions in the singlet system
He I. Measurements of the scattered radiation have b
done in third order for the 21S–4 1P transition, while mea-
surements on the 21P–5 1S transition were carried out in
second order, due to the very low intensity signal. Figure
and 10 show results of those lines. In the case of
2 1S–4 1P transition, the measured spectrum reveals a sm
bump at the position of the Rayleigh peak. Nevertheless
conclusions can be drawn concerning the agreement with
theoretical scattered spectrum since the signal to noise
is very poor. On the scattering signal of the 21P–5 1S tran-
sition we observed an asymmetry of the profile while pum
ing at Dl5130 pm from the line center~see Fig. 10!.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present experimental observation of Rayleigh scat
ing and redistribution of radiation and independently cal

FIG. 9. Comparison between the measured~crosses! and calcu-
lated ~black line! scattered spectrum of the HeI 2 1S–4 1P transi-
tion at 396.5 nm for a pumping laser atDl5160 pm from the line
center. The calculated spectrum was convoluted with a Gaus
profile with a FWHM520.5 pm.
.
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lated profiles where the width is given by experimental co
ditions. The theoretical profiles in the graphs reveal go
agreement with the experiment. Changing the electron co
sional rate by more than 20% leads to observable deviat
We conclude, therefore, that the elastic collisional rate a
our model for calculation of radiative redistribution descri
well the situation at the prevailing plasma conditions. Furth
experiments with higher resolution are certainly desirable
provide a test-bed for this model and therefore to emplo
as a diagnostic tool.
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FIG. 10. Comparison between the measured~crosses! and cal-
culated~black line! scattered spectrum of the HeI 2 1P–5 1D tran-
sition at 438.8 nm for a pumping laser atDl5130 pm from the
line center. The calculated spectrum was convoluted with a Ga
ian profile with a FWHM544.5 pm.
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